
From: KnowWho Services
To: Puco Docketing
Subject: Don"t bail out DPandL!
Date: Tuesday, September 20, 2016 1:42:07 PM

Dear PUCO,

I do not support Dayton Power and Light's (DPandL) attempt to increase my monthly bill to bail out aging, outdated
coal plants. These plants struggle to compete against other cleaner sources of energy and are not competitive with
today's market prices for electricity, while they also spew toxic pollution into our air and water.

At the same time, DPandL's request does not include any plans for the future. Inevitably, Ohio's energy sector must
become cleaner and more efficient. The Company must begin prioritizing clean energy and energy efficiency
projects while also developing plans to help communities where plants are retiring.

Locking Ohio customers into an outdated, dirty, and expensive energy source for a decade, with no plans for the
future, is the height of fiscal, health, and environmental irresponsibility. Rather than debating a bailout of costly coal
plants, DPandL should instead be sitting down to chart out a sensible move towards newer, cleaner energy sources
that have the potential to create thousands of jobs in Ohio.

I hope that you will join me, and the tens of thousands that have already sent comments and letters opposing other
utility bailout request, and oppose DPandL's coal bailout as well.

Sincerely,

Teresa Reno 
3081 Wise Rd
North Canton, OH 44720
temareno@hotmail.com
2163301256
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From: KnowWho Services
To: Puco Docketing
Subject: Don"t bail out DPandL!
Date: Tuesday, September 20, 2016 7:00:30 PM

Dear PUCO,

I do not support Dayton Power and Light's (DPandL) attempt to increase my monthly bill to bail out aging, outdated
coal plants. These plants struggle to compete against other cleaner sources of energy and are not competitive with
today's market prices for electricity, while they also spew toxic pollution into our air and water.

At the same time, DPandL's request does not include any plans for the future. Inevitably, Ohio's energy sector must
become cleaner and more efficient. The Company must begin prioritizing clean energy and energy efficiency
projects while also developing plans to help communities where plants are retiring.

Locking Ohio customers into an outdated, dirty, and expensive energy source for a decade, with no plans for the
future, is the height of fiscal, health, and environmental irresponsibility. Rather than debating a bailout of costly coal
plants, DPandL should instead be sitting down to chart out a sensible move towards newer, cleaner energy sources
that have the potential to create thousands of jobs in Ohio.

I hope that you will join me, and the tens of thousands that have already sent comments and letters opposing other
utility bailout request, and oppose DPandL's coal bailout as well.

Sincerely,

Christine Mcphee 
19 Parkview Dr
Berea, OH 44017
christine.mcphee@gmail.com
4408910714
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From: KnowWho Services
To: Puco Docketing
Subject: Don"t bail out DPandL!
Date: Tuesday, September 20, 2016 7:05:20 PM

Dear PUCO,

I do not support Dayton Power and Light's (DPandL) attempt to increase my monthly bill to bail out aging, outdated
coal plants. These plants struggle to compete against other cleaner sources of energy and are not competitive with
today's market prices for electricity, while they also spew toxic pollution into our air and water.

At the same time, DPandL's request does not include any plans for the future. Inevitably, Ohio's energy sector must
become cleaner and more efficient. The Company must begin prioritizing clean energy and energy efficiency
projects while also developing plans to help communities where plants are retiring.

Locking Ohio customers into an outdated, dirty, and expensive energy source for a decade, with no plans for the
future, is the height of fiscal, health, and environmental irresponsibility. Rather than debating a bailout of costly coal
plants, DPandL should instead be sitting down to chart out a sensible move towards newer, cleaner energy sources
that have the potential to create thousands of jobs in Ohio.

I hope that you will join me, and the tens of thousands that have already sent comments and letters opposing other
utility bailout request, and oppose DPandL's coal bailout as well.

Sincerely,

Christine McPhee 
19 Parkview Drive
Berea, OH 44017
christine.mcphee@gmail.com
4408910714
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mailto:noreply@knowwho.services


From: KnowWho Services
To: Puco Docketing
Subject: Don"t bail out DPandL!
Date: Tuesday, September 20, 2016 12:08:53 PM

Dear PUCO,

I do not support Dayton Power and Light's (DPandL) attempt to increase my monthly bill to bail out aging, outdated
coal plants. These plants struggle to compete against other cleaner sources of energy and are not competitive with
today's market prices for electricity, while they also spew toxic pollution into our air and water.

At the same time, DPandL's request does not include any plans for the future. Inevitably, Ohio's energy sector must
become cleaner and more efficient. The Company must begin prioritizing clean energy and energy efficiency
projects while also developing plans to help communities where plants are retiring.

Locking Ohio customers into an outdated, dirty, and expensive energy source for a decade, with no plans for the
future, is the height of fiscal, health, and environmental irresponsibility. Rather than debating a bailout of costly coal
plants, DPandL should instead be sitting down to chart out a sensible move towards newer, cleaner energy sources
that have the potential to create thousands of jobs in Ohio.

I hope that you will join me, and the tens of thousands that have already sent comments and letters opposing other
utility bailout request, and oppose DPandL's coal bailout as well.

Sincerely,

Hollie Hallman 
184 Brandtson Ave
Elyria, OH 44035
suncandle@hotmail.com
4403652753
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